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Lessons on understanding the illuminations of Endless Light as it manifests in the Creation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

✓ What the is the meaning of the word vacuum and more importantly the meaning of the word vessel? 
✓ Vessel: As the emanated being, the receiver, receives an abundance of liveliness from the emanator, it 

is necessary for the vessel to possess, the desire, in your name to receive this abundance from him. 
You need to know that the extent of this desire is the full essence of the substance, in which the 
emanated is derived and included within. This is in such a way, that whatever the emanated being 
possessed, in addition to this substance, does not belong to a substantial being. Its substantial being 
relates to its abundance, which is received from the emanator. This substance or spiritual matter is the 
rightful measurement of the size of each and every emanated being. 

✓ Extension and expansion of this eternal light from the emanator is without any limitations. It only the 
emanated that limits this abundance because it can not accept more nor receive any less, than what 
his desire to receive prays for. This is the actual measurement that is dealt with in the spiritual world.  

✓ There is no compulsion. Everything depends on the desire. Thus, we call the desire to receive, the 
vessel of the emanated.  It is considered as its essential substance, and because of this the emanated 
was severed from the emanator and came into existence as a separate being. This came to be because 
there is no desire to receive in the emanator. 

✓ The desire to received has four stages of development: From the first stage which is the small, 
potential, embryonic stage; up to the fourth and final stage which is the full capacity of its receiving.  

✓ The last stage in its complete perfection is found only in the endless, before the Creation of all the 
worlds. Only this desire to receive, in its complete perfection in the endless, underwent the mystery of 
restriction. So, the desire became empty of all the abundance it received from the endless. 

✓ When the desire became empty of all the abundance it received from the endless, it remained void or 
empty space. 

Desire does not truly exist until there is a void. There needs to be fulfillment followed by emptiness, 
followed by desire. That desire is what we call a vessel, and the light is called the fulfillment. 
 
In the spiritual universe, everything is defined by the universe. We may believe in the spiritual universe, but 
our minds and everything else about us travels to the spiritual universe daily. We exist in both places 
because we have a soul and a body. The body consciousness lives in the physical universe, while the soul 
awareness belongs to the spiritual universe. This is what we experience every day.  
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The desire is what builds the nourishment for what is to come. So, when people do not have or get what 
they want; what is blocking that is their desire. When we complain that we do not have something, it is the 
same as complaining that we do not have enough of the light. The roots are not necessarily being fixed, 
rather we can fix the nourishment. How much desire depends on how desperate you lost what you had. The 
fulfillment is not what you should seek, rather seek big in desire and think about what you have to lose. The 
fear of losing something cannot be bigger than the desire of what you want to get. 
 
The drive of the human being depends on the vessel, not the light. The light itself, is always there. 
 

 
What is your drive, is your vessel? 
  
People who have a desire connect to the endless, but people who have no desire complain that there is not 
enough. If there is something that you are not happy about in your life, check how much you really want it. 
Nothing can happen until you have a desire. You don’t need to activate the light or G-d because those 
things are constantly activated, but you need the desire to receive it. Once you have a lack then you can 
have a true desire. The only reason you have trouble, is to have a new desire, but if you stay with new 
desire then you will never leave the difficult place.  
 
The bottom is very comfortable because you barely have a desire and you get more, you feel 
accomplished. For example, a beggar is most likely more comfortable than you because they barely put an 
effort and expect very little of life. If they expect $1 and they receive $60, so it’s good for them. You expect 
$600 and you get $300, which for you, is not good. Miracles can only happen in a place where you feel like 
you have nothing, because if your happy and feeling fulfilled then you don’t desire anything else.  
 
Another example, a vacuum is when there is a lack that helps you create something, but this doesn’t exist 
in the endless. What do you do when your lack is fulfilled? You desire more by appreciating what filled that 
void by feeling like you will lose it in the next second. You drive to your job and be amazed that you still 
have your job. If you have a void and have a desire then all your fulfillment will come from the Creator, but if 
you don't have any issues and you don’t have a desire or want anything then all your fulfillment comes from 
yourself. When we talk or pray to G-d never ask for more issues so that your desire be bigger rather, you 
should only ask for what you don’t have. G-d has already given you this but you don’t have a desire or a 
lack to receive it. Void only exists in this world as a gift and doesn’t exist in the endless, that’s why on 
Shabbat, which is supposed to be one day where it feels like the upper world, is when you should not feel a 
void.  
 
Rav Ashlag states, “If we have no idea or concept of what the endless is, how do we give it a name? “Once 
you give it a name that means you have reached that level, so you should call it unreachable, but the word 
endless helps us understand that there are different levels above and below the contraction that took 
place after the endless, that is when the light stopped, so what does the contraction do? It puts an end to 
the light without making the light be less. The contraction creates a void. Without the contraction, there 
would be no void and without the void, there would be no desire, so truly the contraction was a gift.  
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Everything besides the endless has an end, this is how our universe works, we all rely on the end. An auto 
body shop waits for a car to stop working, a doctor waits for you to get sick, a plumber waits for the sink to 
stop working. On your birthday, do you celebrate that it’s the 30th time you were born, or do you celebrate 
how far you are from the beginning and how close you are to the end? Our brain only revolves around the 
fact that everything has an end. What time will this meeting end? How long is this movie going to take? 
What time am I leaving school or work today? In the endless, there isn't any consciousness like this. 
Because of the contraction, the limiting of light, it gives places for us to recognize different kinds of vessels. 
How do you cancel the end? By fulfilling everything. How? With love, but not the kind of love that we 
experience, because that love involves an end. Love is to feel one with another human being, that there is 
no difference between you and the other, so if you hurt them it’s like you hurt yourself.  
 
You can only really reach spirituality when you truly love the Creator, but in order to truly love the Creator 
there are three stages: first fear, then respect and finally love. Everyone asks why fear? Because it’s almost 
like when you go on a first date, you’re scared, you feel insecure. On the second date, you don’t love the 
other person yet, but you feel some respect for the other person, and eventually, you love the other 
person. Those three stages establish your love for the Creator, but without them, it’s just a fun thing to do. 
 
In the contraction, it allows for an end to appear, before that there was no end.  
 

 
So, why is it called the “END-less”? Because the only thing we know about the endless is that we have not 
reached this level. We must live in the void so we can form a greater desire, but we also must understand 
that there is no end, so this contradicts itself. In order to invent new things, you need to think towards a no 
end concept. When Albert Einstein started to think about things faster than the speed of light, like our 
thought process, he was thinking outside the end. Like a fan spinning fast, doesn't allow you to see the 
individual blades, you see something that looks like a plate without any space between the blades. So, 
without any end or space, everything is everywhere.  
 
There are two worlds, this physical world, and the true endless world. Don't feel like you are totally part of 
either one. When a person dies, they separate into two entities. Their body goes into the soil, the 
physicality, and his soul goes into the endless, but if he has not practiced understanding these concepts 
his soul will be very confused. Training with your mind to think endlessly, you are already there. This 
physical universe is just training for the endless. The only crime a human can do is waste time. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


